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Abstract: BasedonA.PanelDataSetFromToTo,Thispaperutilizesarandom-effecttobitmodelTo analyzeGlobal determinants,
ofreplacementofbiofuelsforfossilFuels.Empiricalresultsshowthatdependencytobiofuelsonarableland?Large;yieldstoagric
ulturalProducts andcarbonemissionhavesignificantimpactsonbiofuelsconsumption,whicharemediatedby
NationalIncome/perCapita;NationalincomepercapitahassignificantImpactonBiofuels
Consumption,whichincludesimpactsofbothyieldsandcarbonemission.
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Although for energy security,The impact of food security and the environment is not very clearTrue,Biofuels are
still growing fast.annual year,Global Biofuelsoutput near1billion ton,ismore20 ⑻ doubled more than twice a
year.butwith international social concerns about the negative effects of biofuels on food security,More
importantly,theAshale oil revolution that has a major impact on the energy market in the United States,LiveThe output
growth of the fuel is beginning to stall in the.

theoretically,Biofuels Instead of fossil fuels,is a renewable resource tonon-renewable Resources override,thus
improving fossil energy shortages the country'sEnergy security status.and,Biofuels Alternative fossil fuels,is a
cleanEnergy source alternative to clean energies,can improve environmental conditions.If the creaturetheThe production
of fuel can use waste extensively,or just use the remaining farm products,does not adversely affect food
security.however,due to biofuels,reproducible,There are doubts about cleanliness and economics,Biofuels insteadofThe
process of fossil fuel is not smooth..so,Bio fuels alternative fossilsThe problem with fuel is not only a theoretical
issue,is a need to pass the empiricalCheck for problems.based on the above considerations,This article intends to pass
the empirical test of theThemethod quantitatively studies This issue.

1. Related research review
Although the process of biofuel substitution for fossil fuels is complex,but its primaryDetermining factors for the

renewable nature ofbiofuels,Cleanliness and economics.currentMost of the literature from the technical analysis of the
advantages of biofuels,Toempirically analyzeThe literature on the impact of biofuels as a substitute for fossil fuels is
still rare..

in the area of the renewable nature of biofuels,Foreign Academia has made a number ofresearch.The prerequisite
for theregenerative nature of biofuels is that they produce more energy than theydo in itsproduction process..from this
angle,Pimentel[1]The role of biofuels in energy security is small,Even because of energy balancemore than(Output
en-ergy than input energy)less than1,And for energy security has a negativeaffect.butmalfaandFreirediscovery,Many
studies believe that fuel ethanol'sEnergy balance greater than1[2].Even less competitive corn-producing fuel Balcohol,Its
energy balance ratio also reaches1.3,While sugarcane produces fuel ethanol canTheamount of balance is more than
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the2to8Horizontal.Escobaretc[3]considers,due to scarcity of land,The renewable properties of biofuels are not very
good.butEscobaretc[3]Research found biofuels currently occupy only global tillageto1,So it has great development
potential.,re-nature in the future a period of time
can also be secured.andTilmanwait[4]The study of the finds that,passmake biofuels from non-food produce,to further
enhance biologyRenewablefuels.regenerative nature of biofuels can promote energy
security,Wianwiwatandjohnasafu-adjaye[5]studies the development of biofuelsimpact on energy security in
Thailand,Discovery Biofuel supply can reduce Thailanddependency on crude oil,and its negative impact on the food
market in the long run can be controlled.in the cleansing of biofuels,The Low-carbon nature of biofuels decisionThehas
its environmental advantages.program[6]think,for the effect of energy utilization on the atmosphere
environment,Biofuels have two basic features:First is a single when burningTheamount of greenhouse gas produced by
the energy,only fossil fuelsl/8about;Two is as the whole life process from biofuels tosay,bio fuels
are"carbon",,,.butsearchmgeretc[7]The study found that,due to plantingmaterial fuel can cause direct and indirect land
use changes,bio Fuelsproduction not only reduces carbon emissions,Instead, it will increasethe number,°%About carbon
emissions.fargioneetc[8]andTilman, and so on[9]The study of also considers that,Biofuels DropThe premise of low
carbon emissions is not to destroy forests and grasslands,Use existing arable land onlyand idle,Or use obsolete biomass
as a raw material.so,bioConditional cleanliness of fuel,A country with a high environmental pressure may
usetheBio-fuel production to improve environmental conditions.in the economics of biofuels,Knothe, and so
on[ten]Research Discovery,Thecost of biofuels depends largely on the raw
material.HuntandForster[one]ResearchDiscovery,bio-diesel produced from gutter oil and fuel ethanol from
sugarcanebenefits for ordinary diesel and petrol,and soybean and rapeseed productionbio-diesel and corn-produced fuel
ethanol cost also with ordinary diesel and gasolinenear.The type of biofuel feedstock in a country largely determines
thecost statusof a bio-fuel,Escobaretc[3]Research findings,~$/Bucket/theCrude oil price of the is the break-even point for
Brazilian fuel ethanol,~$ $*/Bucket is American fuel ethanol break-even point,75~-$/thebucket is the euroContinental
Biodiesel break-even point.hence,consumption of biofuels by countriesTheimpact of the production efficiency
of biofuel raw materials issignificant.

Consider the pros and cons of biofuels relative to fossil fuels,its developmentopportunity vs.
Challenge.International Energy Agency has a goal,to2050year withBio Fuels meet over global traffic fuel requirements
One-fourth,to reduce thedependency on fossil fuels[[].This target can be implemented,can be from nowTheactual
condition is reviewed.This article is exactlyThe determinants of fossil fuelsthrough cross panel data analysis
Bio-ignition material alternatives, todiscover factors thathelp or hinder theImplementation of the.

2. model settings and variable descriptions
2.1 model Setting

to analyze the factors affecting the substitution of fossil fuels for biofuels in a country,thisThecontribution
of biofuels to traffic fuels as a result of variables,its calculation Duketo:where the consumption of fossil fuels is a
country's crude oil consumption minus chemical, etc. itsThe value of his consumption.due to variable value
range[0,100].due to a lotcountry not yet using biofuels,thehas a large number of values for a variable0value,So this article
takes a random effect panel that can handle restricted-variable issuesTobitmodel.at the same time,to control the impact
of global economic cycle fluctuations(packagequoteGlobal rise in fossil fuel prices),Theyear virtual variable
is.backreturn to equation like(2):,where,subscriptIrepresents the country,/represents the year,cto constant entry,y,is the
year virtual variable,M,.,is a residuals item.

to make the coefficients easier to interpret and reduce the excessive impact of anomaly observations,exceptout of
variables with percentages,Other variables are logarithmic.variableand main explanation variable from table1give
definition and descriptive statistics, withEnergymarket data from the U.S. Energy Information Bureau(EIA),per capita
arable land,Carbon emissions,per capita income and population variables from World Bank,crop yieldsfrom un
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FAO(FAO).
to identify the effect of a mediation variable,This article uses the simplifiedBaronandKenny[a]Method.This method

is divided into two steps:First step,analysis principalvariable(such as grain yield)effect on dependent variables;Second
step,If the principalvariable has a significant factor,add possible mediation variables(such as national per capitainto.If
you add a mediation variable,,theeffect factor of the original principal variable is explicitlydecline or disappear,indicates
that the mediation variable exists for the original principal variablesub-mediation or full mediation action.

2.2 explains the variable description

The factors that affect the proportion of bioenergy are mainly from the energy market,Food

Market and environment factors.because biofuels can replace fossil fuels,soBiofuels are a choice for improving
energy security.Thecrude oil self-sufficiency rate represents theA country's energy security level,as an explanatory
variable for the energy market.

The second type of influence is agricultural production variables.vice-,A country produces a productWhen it comes
to fuel, it also takes into account the country's food security situation.food securityIn addition to arable land
ownership,yield is also important,So per capita arable land and grainThe logarithm of yield per unit of food as an
explanatory variable.In addition to food to produce biofuelsoutside,Other non-food crops,such as sugar and oilseed
crops can affect bio-ignitionproduction,Therefore, the yield of the sugar crops and oil crops is also selected.to interpret
variables.

The third type of impact is environmental factors.When a country has a large carbon footprint,International public
opinion pressure will promote the use of Low-carbon energy in the country,for promotionBiofuels Development.and
when a country has a high per capita national income,The Congress moreplus environment,so there's power to
strengthen investment in biofuels.so,weexpect,carbon emissions and per capita national income increase biofuels
ratioHeavy.the control variable for regression is population size.

3. Empirical Results
This article has a random effect panel based on empirical settingsTobitregression,The overall results of the sample

are measured as table2shows.symbol characters for the coefficients forthetogether expected,represents regression
parameters for panel regression settings^and^allsignificant.The regression results illustrate the following conclusion:

3.1 crude oil self-sufficiency rate basically has no effect on the proportion of biofuels,becausethe factorfor CS is
not significant.This indicates a totalof, sample country in testTheenergy security situation is not a major factor in the
case of biofuels consumption.

3.2 arable land resources can significantly affect the proportion of biofuels consumption,This is in theAll models
are significantly.When all dependent variables are controlled(modelVI),itscoefficient is about0.83,and significantly
atthe level of 1%,indicates per capita arable landplus1times increase the proportion of biofuels0.83percentage
points.arable resourceshave a big impact on biofuels consumption,indicates biofuels are also heavily dependent on
arable land.

3.3 crop yields affect the proportion of biofuels consumption,and PeopleAll national income is an important
intermediary variable.because,not controlling per capita Nationalson(modelII),the proportion of crop yield to biofuel
consumption is significantPositive effects.while controlling per capita national income(modelIII),crop listThe impact of
production on the proportion of biofuels consumption significantly decreased,food cropsThe effects of and crop yields
are even less pronounced.This intermediary effectdescription,If crop yields increase per capita national income,Increase
healthTheshare of fuel consumption.and crop yields do not significantly increase per capita national receiptson,does not
increase the proportion of biofuels consumed.per capita national income for foodthemediating effect of crop and
oil-bearing plant yields is obvious,But the mediation effect on the sugar cropisnot obvious.

3.4 carbon emissions increase the proportion of biofuels consumed,But national per capitaRevenue is an important
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mediation variable.because,do not control per capita national income(modeltypeW),carbon emissions increase the
proportion of biofuels consumption.But control per capita country
After People's income(modelV),carbon emissions have not significantly increased biofuel eliminationfee ratio,but
significantly lower biofuel consumption.This indicates that per capitaRevenue is an intermediary variable for carbon
emissions affecting biofuel consumption.and,when twoCountry per capita national income same time,High carbon
emissions means the country is in industrialAfast-growing period,thus potentially ignoring protectionof the
environment.

3.5 national income per capita can significantly increase the proportion of biofuels
consumption.modelVshow,When per capita national income doubles,,Proportion of biofuels consumptionIncrease
approximately2percent.per capita national income to biofuels consumption ratioeffect,not only reflects your own
environmental dynamics,The also embodies the cropEffect of factors such as yield and emissions.

to analyze the reasons for the above measurement results,Although advanced biofuels areconsiders to reduce
dependency on land,But with current biofuel materials,()arable land resources are still the basis of biofuel
development.crop yields and carbon rowsThe effects of the release of national income per capita,describes the
economic development of a countryThe effect of the level on biofuels consumption is critical.If a national per capita is
acceptedinlevel low,Even if the country has a high level of agricultural development,carbon emissions are large,It will
not vigorously develop biofuels.

4. Conclusion and discussion
This article describes theTo~years of global biofuel substitution for fossil fuelsThecaseof is studied,come to

theconclusion:biofuels to arable land resourcesHasa large dependency,The proportion of crop yields and carbon
emissions to biofuel consumptionpositive effects,However, it is necessary to implement the by mediating the per capita
national income;Per capita national income has a positive effect on the proportion of biofuels consumption,This effect

Same change trend.(3)using Weibull distribution to analyze differentthe Wind power density and wind energy
density for months,with similarCurves,where

OneThe maximum wind power density and wind energy density for the month are,whose value is147.87
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